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Luxury foldable box with magnetic closure or ribbon

These high-quality folding boxes with flap lids are used in many areas. 

Delivered flat, the boxes can be erected into a 
high-quality box in a few simple steps, even 
without gluing. 

The construction is self-supporting thanks to an 
ingenious folding scheme. 

All visible surfaces can be gloss or matt 
plasticised, even with embossed or untreated 
natural paper you get a high-quality piece of 
jewellery.  

Effect laminations such as iriodin or metallic laminations give the box a noble look and can 
be supplemented with a wide variety of other finishes.  

Blind embossing, relief embossing and hot foil stamping as well as partial UV varnish 
accentuate special areas. 

Our Exclusive Hardcover Boxes are characterised by 
the following criteria: 

• 2-3 mm. thick, grey board for optimum stability 
is laminated with any 120-140 g papers, also 
FSC® paper.

• Various surface finishes through laminations of 
different types.

• Extra finishing with UV varnishing and hot foil or 
relief embossing.
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• Environmentally friendly and vegan adhesives 
with long-lasting adhesive power

• Various closure options such as satin and ribbed 
ribbons and integrated magnets

• Brilliant offset printing through CTP exposure 
and modern printing machines in Euroscale and 
Pantone

• Also available with viewing windows to present 
your products

Artwork sample

We would also be happy to advise you personally and give you creative ideas or technical 
information. Just call me on +49 (0) 8035 983-0. We are very much looking forward to a joint 
project. 
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	Exklusive Klappbox mit  Magnetverschluss oder Verschlussband  Diese hochwertigen Faltschachteln mit Klappdeckel finden in vielen Bereichen Ihren Einsatz.

